
PRE PRIMARY DAY CELEBRATION ON MARCH 11, 2012 

 
 

Can one spend a more enchanting evening, than a one spent with little children? Just 
the mere sight of their angelic faces can be enough to brighten up our world. One such evening 
unfolded on the White House Court of the Asian School on 11th March, 2012 to celebrate the 
PRE PRIMARY DAY, among smiles, cheers, laughter and amusement. 
 
 The evening wore an auspicious look as the function was inaugurated by the traditional 
lighting of the lamp by the guest of honour Sardarni Kanwaljeet Kaur. Also gracing the 
occasion were the President Mr. Amerjeet Singh, Mrs Simi Juneja, Mr. Madanjeet Juneja, Mrs. 
Winnie Juneja, Director Mr. Tarunjot Singh, Director Mr. Gaganjyot Juneja, the Principal Mr. 
A.K.Das along with Mrs. Das and the Headmistress- Mrs. Priya Sethi. 
 

 
 
 The show began with a delightful presentation of a medley of Nursery Rhymes. A 
while later, an ever endearing character of Mowghli and his friends Bagheera and Bhaloo were 
brought alive in a musical representation of the Jungle Book. This was followed by an 
engaging presentation of  the Ramayana. One can only imagine the ethereal aura as the little 
ones made it an easy affair to depict the complex epic characters! There was also a melodious 
Violin recital by Bharat Agarwal. 



 
 
 As is customary, the Graduation certificates were given away to the children ready to 
begin their journey in the PRIMARY school. Certificates of Merit were awarded to the winners 
of all activities organized during the academic session of 2011-2012.  
 
 The show was efficiently compered by Ishita Saxena and Aryan Rai of Class V-C, Vote 
of thanks was promptly delivered by our headmistress Mrs Priya Sethi. They were assisted by 
Anusha Pant, Titiksha Dobhal, Ishita Srivastava and Bhavjot Singh. 
  

 



 The show was a grand success. The audience could not get enough of the innocent and 
cherubic performances of their little ones. They cheered, applauded and tried to capture each 
moment into their cameras and some into their memories………. 
 
 

 
 
 
An exhibition showcasing the creative work of the pre primary children with the help of their 
parents was held in the academic block of The Asian School on the same day. 
 
 


